We examine the leading order noncommutative corrections to the differential and total cross sections for e + e − → qq. After averaging over the earth's rotation, the results depend on the latitude for the collider, as well as the direction of the incoming beam. They also depend on scale and direction of the noncommutativity. Using data from LEP, we exclude regions in the parameter space spanned by the noncommutative scale and angle relative to the earth's axis. We also investigate possible implications for phenomenology at the future International Linear Collider.
Introduction
Motivated in part by quantum gravity [1] , it has been of recent interest to examine field theories, and in particular the standard model of particle physics, on noncommutative spacetime backgrounds. Noncommutative versions of the standard model have been proposed, which have the potential of explaining its gauge algebra and fermion representations [2] . Two popular noncommutative generalizations of the standard model were given by Chaichian et. al. [3] and Calmet et. al. [4] . In both cases the geometry is generated by Heisenberg algebras, i.e.,
where x µ , µ, ν, ... = 0, 1, 2, 3, are operator analogues of space-time coordinates and Θ µν = −Θ νµ are central elements which are independent of x µ . Also, both approaches rely on the Moyal-Weyl star product realization of the algebra. One often distinguishes two cases: spacespace noncommutativity associated with Θ ij , i, j, k, ... = 1, 2, 3, and time-space noncommutativity associated with Θ 0i . Then two noncommutative energy scales Λ SS , Λ T S , and two unit vectors v i , w i can be defined using
Bounds on Λ SS and Λ T S have been obtained from atomic physics, collider physics and astrophysics. (See for example [5] .) v i and w i correspond to fixed directions in space. If the noncommutative scales become accessible in collider physics, then information about these directions may be obtainable, as we shall illustrate in this article.
We first make some brief remarks about the two approaches to the noncommutative standard model mentioned above. In the approach of [3] , one enlarges the standard model gauge group to the noncommutative analogue of U (3) × U (2) × U (1), thus introducing gauge bosons in addition to those of the standard model. New symmetry breakings and Higgs scalars are then also required. The model was shown to be one-loop renormalizable [6] . The approach of [4] does not involve introducing any additional gauge bosons or symmetry breakings. It instead relies upon a map, known as the Seiberg-Witten map [7] , between commutative and noncommutative gauge theories, from which one can obtain corrections to the standard model interactions [8] . These corrections have been computed up to second order in Θ µν [9] . In contrast with the former model, one-loop corrections are not well understood in this approach. Although the model is anomaly free up to one-loop order [10] , only the pure gauge sector of this theory has been shown to be renormalizable at this order [11] .
Here we shall follow the approach of [4] , and obtain all leading noncommutative corrections to the differential and total cross sections for the example of e + e − →at tree level. These corrections are second order in Θ 0i . Assuming that w i in (1.2) corresponds to a fixed direction relative to some frame external to the earth, and not the lab frame, we must average over the earth's rotation. (Presumably, other effects due to the earth's motion relative to w i are much smaller.) Results for the cross sections then depend on the latitude for the collider, as well as the direction of the incoming beam. We can obtain an analytic expression for the averaged leading order noncommutative correction to the total cross section in terms of these quantities, along with the noncommutative scale Λ T S and the projection w Z of w i along the earth's axis. Using data from LEP, we are then able to exclude regions in the parameter space spanned by Λ T S and w Z for different detectors. Here we also investigate possible implications of the noncommutative corrections for phenomenology at the International Linear Collider (ILC), a future high energy e + e − linear collider with √ s =500 GeV−1 TeV. Since the corrections depend on both the location of the ILC and its beam direction, there can be an optimal site and beam direction for observing noncommutative effects.
Before proceeding, we comment on several works where noncommutative corrections for the annihilation of e + e − to fermion-antifermion pairs, and where earth rotational effects in collider physics, were already considered. e + e − → e + e − was examined in [12] in a version of noncommutative QED that did not rely on the Seiberg-Witten map. The calculations included Z-boson exchange, although the Z-boson vertex was not obtained from a noncommutative standard model lagrangian. Electron-positron scattering was reconsidered in [13] within the framework of the noncommutative standard model [4] , which gives a specific form for the Z-boson vertex. Electron scattering was examined in another approach to noncommutative QED in [14] . Earth rotation effects were not taken into account in these works. Such effects were considered for collider physics in [15] , using the example of Higgs pair production. Earth rotation effects were also illustrated in [16] for e − e + → γγ and in [17] for e + e − → µ + µ − . The investigations in [15] , [16] , [17] were conducted within the context of noncommutative QED, and Z-boson exchange was not included. Scattering amplitudes were only expanded up to first order in Θ µν in the above mentioned mentioned works, although the leading order corrections to the cross section for e + e − to fermion-antifermion pairs are quadratic. So additional terms can contribute to the cross section at this order. In our work, upon applying the noncommutative standard model of [4] , and not just noncommutative QED, we shall include all second order contributions to the scattering amplitude, in addition to taking into account earth rotational effects.
The outline for the rest of this article is as follows: In section 2 we compute the noncommutative corrections for photon and Z-boson exchange. We average over the earth's rotation in section 3 and apply the results to LEP and ILC in section 4.
Application of the Noncommutative Standard Model
We first give the noncommutative Feynman rules for the relevant vertices γf f and Zf f up to second order in Θ µν . There are no noncommutative corrections to the propagators when one uses the Moyal-Weyl star product.
The Feynman rule for vertex γf f is given by
where Q f denotes the fermion charge and one can expand Γ µ in a power series in the noncommutativity tensor Θ µν ,
Here, and in what follows, the dots denote terms that are more than second order in Θ µν . The first and second order terms were found in [8] and [9] , respectively, to be
3)
where we ignore the fermion mass and taken all momenta, k, p in and p out , to be incoming. p in and p out are associated with incoming and outgoing fermions, respectively. We have adopted the notation (kΘ) µ = k ν Θ νµ and (kΘp) = k ν Θ νµ p µ . c
A , and c
ψ are arbitrary constants which originate from ambiguities in the Seiberg-Witten map. They do not appear in the vertex when the incoming and outgoing fermions are evaluated on shell (at energies well above the fermion mass). In that case, the vertex reduces to
where
The sign in front of the second term changes upon switching the ingoing momenta k to outgoing.
The Feynman rule for vertex Zf f is obtained by replacing
θ W is the Weinberg angle and T 3,f denotes the fermion weak isospin. The on-shell vertex is
Up to second order in Θ µν , both noncommutative on shell vertices (2.4) and (2.7) are related to the commutative on shell vertices by the same factor I(p out , p in ). It follows that noncommutative scattering amplitudes for e − e + →associated with γ and Z exchanges are related to their commutative counterparts by a common factor. Then the total noncommutative scattering amplitude at tree level M N C is related to total commutative scattering amplitude M by
where the primed momenta are associated with the created fermions, and M is the corresponding standard model amplitude. The leading noncommutative corrections to the squaredamplitude are second order in Θ µν ,
Only the space-time components of Θ µν contribute in center of mass frame for beam on beam scattering, where 10) and similarly,
Then using (1.2),
where w = {w i }. In terms of unit vectorsp = p/|p| andp ′ = p ′ /|p ′ |, one can then write the noncommutative differential cross section dσ N C /dΩ for e + e − →according to
where dσ/dΩ is the standard model differential cross section. This expression is valid at lowest order in perturbation theory provided that Λ T S > ∼ √ s. The standard model differential cross section and total cross section σ total are well known [18] 
14) 15) where β denotes the scattering angle, N c = 3 is the number of colors, 17) and we have included the correction due to the decay width Γ Z for Z.
Earth rotational effects
Now we take into account earth rotational effects. This is necessary sincep andp ′ are defined in the lab frame, while w is a fixed direction in space, and so the earth's rotation implies that the scalar products appearing in (2.13) are not constant. As was reported in [15] , this can lead to a day-night asymmetry in the cross section. Since such time-dependent experimental data are not readily available, we shall average (p · w) 2 and (p ′ · w) 2 in (2.13) over a full day.
Following [19] , denote by (X,Ŷ ,Ẑ) a nonrotating basis, withẐ parallel to the earth's axis along the north direction. To a good approximation, this basis spans an inertial frame. The transformation to a basis (x,ŷ,ẑ) attached to a point on the earth's surface at any time t was given by
where Ω is the earth's sidereal frequency and 0 ≤ χ ≤ π. To identify the directions (x,ŷ,ẑ), consider the cases χ = 0 and χ = π/2, which we identify with the north pole and equator, respectively.ẑ Ẑ when χ = 0, and therefore,ẑ points normal to the earth's surface.x is anti-parallel toẐ when χ = π/2, and thusx andŷ point south and east, respectively.
Assuming no vertical component to the particle momentum p in the lab frame, we havê
Taking w = w XX + w YŶ + w ZẐ , the time average of ( w ·p) 2 is
and so the average leading order correction to the standard model differential cross section (2.14) is
Note that this correction is always positive. Upon integrating this plus (2.14) over the scattering angle, we obtain the following analytic formula for the average leading order correction to the total cross section (2.15): 
Numerical results for collider physics
We now apply the results from LEP. Our calculations for the corrections to total cross section of e − e + →can be compared to measurements made at the four detectors ALEPH, DELPHI, OPAL and L3, which were spaced at 90 • degree intervals around the ring. Since (3.5) is unchanged for φ → φ + π, only two distinct answers are obtained for the four of the detectors. Below we will apply the results of ALEPH, and OPAL.
For √ s ≃ 189 GeV, we get a contribution of ∼ 10.8 pb to the total standard model cross section σ total from q = u, c, and ∼ 10.1 pb from q = d, s, b, where we have cut the region | cos β| > 0.95 from the integration corresponding to data analysis of LEP experiments. The latitude for CERN is 46.234 • , corresponding to χ = 0.764 radians. Upon taking φ ≃ −π/3 for the ALEPH detector, and summing over all five quark final states, we find the deviation of total cross section from the standard model one as
Similarly, if we take φ = −5π/6 for the OPAL detector, we find
We set (4.1) equal to the error found in the ALEPH results of 3.74% [20] and (4.2) equal to the error found in the OPAL results of 1.35% [21] § . Fig. 1 shows contour plots for ALEPH (dashed) and OPAL (solid) results, respectively. The left hand side of each of the contours is excluded.
We finally investigate the implications for phenomenology at the International Linear Collider (ILC), with √ s =500 GeV−1 TeV. The ILC, with its high precision, can allow us to search noncommutative effects for Λ T S in the range of 1 − 10 TeV. Since the total cross section depends on both the location of the ILC and its beam direction, there may be an optimal site and beam direction for the ILC for observing noncommutative effects. As an example, we take Λ T S =500 GeV and we calculate the cross section of the process e + e − →at the ILC, with √ s = 500 GeV. In Figures 2a-c) , we show the resulting deviations of the total cross section due to noncommutative effects as a function of χ and φ for three different values of w Z . (Again, we have cut the region | cos β| > 0.95.) Fig. 2a ), where w 2 Z = 0, shows that the deviation is maximized for an ILC located at the poles (χ = 0, π). On the other hand, Fig.  2c ), where w 2 Z = 1, shows the deviation of the cross section is maximized for an ILC located on the equator (χ = π/2) and along the direction to the north (φ = 0). For w 2 Z = 1, the deviation tends to zero for an ILC located at the poles, which is evident from the analytic results (3.4) and (3.5) . Aside from other inconveniences, the poles may therefore not be optimal collider sites for seeing noncommutative effects. 
